
Prevention Engineering 
For Workplace Health
A new way of thinking



We are Reactec.
We help forward-thinking organisations switch 
from being mitigators of industrial workplace 
health risk, to being preventers. 
We call it prevention engineering.

Approaching old risks in a new way using an eco-system of workplace wearables 
and cloud-based analytics. Armed with reliable data about what's happening on 
the ground you can re�ne your methods and tailor controls faster. 

Actively protect the health and wellbeing of your workers by engineering out risk.

Connecting tasks,
workers and risk monitoring 

to improve H&S processes
and employee behaviour. 
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A single system incorporating 
powerful analytics to manage  
aggregated risk data from a 
suite of personal monitors.

Lone worker support.

A system that can 
grow with you.
Add third party 

monitoring systems.
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Because guesswork comes at a cost

Paperwork isn't working

The Reactec Prevention Engineering approach

The organisations we work with want to protect their workers’ health over the long-term. Whether 
it's monitoring exposure to risks such as HAV, noise or dust or keeping workers safe through social 
distancing or exclusion zones.

Even with all the right training, it's hard to know just how closely your people follow health and safety 
protocols.  Individuals taking more risk than you want could be damaging their health, and unchecked 
exposure can lead to litigation down the line.

Having the paperwork to evidence compliance used to bring a sense of comfort. Now it's 
becoming outdated and something which takes too long and is easily lost in a world gone digital. 
Join the organisations who have moved from a system of paperwork, manual submissions and 
spreadsheets to technology that automates the generation and transfer of risk data to 
cloud-based intelligent analytics.

No matter what the risk, your challenge is to move away from a reliance on short term 
controls of 'last resort' towards those focused on prevention.

But until now, it's not always been easy to gather accurate and timely data from multiple 
places to inform decisions impacting 'top-level' controls.

Our workplace wearables can provide immediate feedback to those exposed to risk at work, 
whilst the data gathered brings you greater insight. The insight to �nd e�ciencies and 
successfully determine the most feasible and e�ective controls for your people.

Use technology to drive change
We bring you an eco-system of workplace wearables and analytics that take the guesswork 
out of workplace health and safety. With real-time data reporting from the �eld, you are 
connected to your at-risk teams, and are able to make better decisions. Being able to overlay 
multiple risk types also provides richer insight into what individual workers are exposed to on 
the job.

Armed with this actionable insight across a range of health risks you'll be able to proactively 
engineer risk out of the workplace. The long term impact of those decisions could change 
the health outcomes for your current and future workers. Make a di�erence and become a 
prevention engineer.



An eco-system �t for workplace health
Building on a 10 year legacy of managing personal risk sensor data, Reactec offer a fully integrated 
and broad eco-system which is simple and easy to deploy. No matter the scale or complexity of 
your interest Reactec will tailor an eco-system of wearable sensors, network components  and data 
analytics to suit your needs.

Clever softwareTough Hardware
Using our electronic, environmental and data 
engineering expertise we've built an eco-system 
of tough workplace wearables supporting a wide 
range of health risk sensors. By linking to 
cloud-based data analytics risk control can be 
reimagined.

Not limited to Reactec sensors our tough 
workplace wearables can be expanded to a wide 
range of IoT enabled health risk specialist 
sensors.

A range of building blocks provides you with the 
piece of mind of a plug and play system flexible 
to your needs.

Reactec Analytics
The data is automatically transmitted to our robust 
and resilient Microsoft Azure databases where Reactec 
Analytics software does the heavy lifting. Pre-define 
appropriate duty holders and have reports distributed 
to them highlighting those most at risk and the drivers 
behind that risk. Armed with data on exposure 
hotspots, managers can prioritise and design effective 
controls. Controls which are essential to fully comply 
with legislative requirements and HSE guidance. 

In the real world of ifinite resources, let the Reactec 
Analytics data inform the highest risk processes and 
workers so that substitution and elimination efforts 
are targeted for best return. Help your clients move 
out of the territory of guesswork and into the place 
where real change is affected.

Zero hassle, footprint free secure data to your suite of 
devices. 

Automatically ShareAutomatically Collect

Flexible, scalable management of GDPR 
compliant personal data. Intuitive reports
automatically distributed to appropriate 

duty holders.

Engineer Preventions
Identify from intuitive reports interventions

and control measures to prevent future

activities. 

A variety of docking stations and charging stations
available to build and scale your deployment.

Seamlessly send data securely to 
the Reactec Analytics.

Live Data

to the Reactec Analytics.
Allow supervisors to provide

immediate interventionInform & Protect
Assign to individuals daily.

Personalised alerts received
of exposure levels



Reduce risk with Analytics.

Prevention Engineering – a modern 
approach to tried and tested methods

Tap into easy-to-digest information 
without the need for costly outside 
interpretation. Gain powerful 
insights and apply them to your risk 
reduction policies. 

Review risk data

PLAN 

Initial risk 
assessment

Data led control 
improvements

Monitor actual risk
DO

ACT CHECK

HIERARCHY OF CONTROLS.

Remove the 
hazard

Data can inform which processes 
are the most important to change.

Replace the 
hazard

Cannot replace hazard, prioritise 
where an alternate method will be 
most impactful.

Isolate the 
hazard

Machine / process/ product 
modification.

Change the way 
people work

Instructions, training, information 
and supervision.

Personal protective 
equipment

Select PPE that is effective and 
recognise it’s limits.

Most
Effective

Least
Effective

Elimination

Substitution

Administrative
Controls

PPE

Engineering
Controls

Use technology to drive up the hierarchy 
of controls towards prevention
E�ective administrative controls with our workplace wearables providing immediate feedback to those 
exposed to risk at work. And in the real world of �nite resources, let the Reactec Analytics data inform 
your highest risk processes and workers so that substitution and elimination e�orts are targeted for 
best return. Move out of the territory of guesswork and into the place where real change is e�ected. 



With real-time data reporting from the field, managers are connected to their at-risk 
teams, and are able to make better decisions. Being able to overlay multiple risk types 
also provides richer insight into what individual workers are being exposed to on the job.

Armed with this actionable insight across a range of health risks you'll be able to 
proactively engineer risk out of the workplace.

Turning exposure data into actionable intelligence requires the ability to find 
information that matters to your business.

Reactec developed sensor technologies and third party devices feed data into the 
Reactec Analytics automatically and securely via Reactec’s holistic ecosystem, requiring 
no additional technology. Hosted on highly reliable Microsoft Azure databases the 
Reactec Analytics does the heavy lifting to turn data into actionable intelligence.

Microsoft Azure provides an uncompromising commitment to data privacy, investing 
over $1billion in security R&D. Backed by a team of 3,500 cyber security experts, they 
offer the most comprehensive set of compliance offerings of any cloud provider.

The Reactec Analytics reports are designed to highlight what matters most in turning 
your gathered sensor risk data into risk prevention strategies. Available 24/7, GDPR 
compliant and securely hosted.

MORE TIME TO ACTIVELY 
REDUCE RISKS
With easy access to operator 
exposure risks, managers can utilise 
their time to proactively manage risk 
far more efficiently than using a 
manual process.

INVOLVES ALL DUTY HOLDERS
The Reactec Analytics reports are created automati-
cally and distributed to all duty holders providing 
wider and easier access to information. This helps 
increase awareness throughout a company of the 
measure of controls and activities to revise them. 

The reports help employees understand employee 
risk levels and how to better manage them both 
reactively to daily occurrence and proactively to 
overall trends. They also demonstrate a company 
values the importance of worker welfare and team 
work.

Informative data analytics

Multi risk data analytics
Robustly hosted

Fully integrated data management

MORE ACCURATE ASSESSMENT OF 
EXPOSURE TO DEPLOY MORE 
EFFECTIVE CONTROLS
Through a clearer understanding of 
the source and levels of exposure and 
related working practices; the Reactec 
Analytics will provide greater accuracy 
and insight to enable employers to 
design out exposure risk through work 
planning.

Reactec’s Analytics 
software is the heart of 
Reactec’s ecosystem
GDPR compliant  :  Robust  :  Scalable

REACTEC 
ANALYTICS

1 2 3

 A web hosted service means no 
footprint on your IT systems and the 
Analytics reports are accessed via an 
internet connection and secure login. 

The data is encrypted during transmis-
sion while the hosted data server is 
provided with access controls as used 
by many Government organisations.

info@reactec.comwww.reactec.com



Automatically collect
A variety of docking stations and

charging stations available to build 
and scale your deployment. 

Seamlessly send data securely to 
the Reactec Analytics.

Live Data
Send data live from the

�eld to the Reactec Analytics.
Allow supervisors to provide

immediate intervention. 

Inform & protect
Assign to individuals daily.
Personalised alerts received

of exposure levels.

Managers and team leaders can view a wide variety of online Analytics reports 24/7 on 
demand to be informed of their employee monitored risk data. 

From head office to remote locations only an internet connection and computer are 
required to view the online reports. Or let the Reactec Analytics do the heavy lifting and 
automatically send e-mail alerts in response to high risk events and at your desired 
cadence provide selected KPI reports via email. 

Be fully in control of your GDPR responsibilities with a robust administration structure 
to manage access to all your employee data.

Use technology to drive up the hierarchy 
of controls towards prevention
Reactec’s eco system of workplace wearables and powerful Analytics enables you to engineer out risk. The immedi-
ate feedback from the wearable sensors provides effective administrative controls in your workplace while the 
Reactec Analytics moves you further up the hierarchy of controls. In the real world of finite resources, let the Reactec 
Analytics data inform your highest risk processes and workers so that substitution and elimination efforts are 
targeted for best return. Move out of the territory of guesswork and into the place where real change is effected.

Control measures analysis
This powerful report provides an
overview of companywide and project
specific risk management performance. 
The report displays the average daily 
exposure against reduction targets and 
planned control measures, to
assess their effectiveness.

Control 
measures
Be fully in control of your GDPR responsi-
bilities with a robust administration 
tiered structure to appropriately manage 
access to all your employee data.

Managers and team leaders can view a 
wide variety of online Analytics reports 
24/7 on demand to be informed of their 
employee monitored risk data.

From head office to remote locations 
only an internet connection is required 
to view the online reports.
  
Or let the Reactec Analytics do the heavy 
lifting and automatically send e-mail 
alerts in response to high risk events and 
at your desired cadence provide selected 
KPI reports via email.

Supporting a company’s continual risk reduction plan.

The Control Measures management service is part of the Reactec Analytics where 
managers can add intervention notes as well as log and track control measures against 
targets. This provides greater analysis of the performance of risk control activities against 
company objectives.

Intervention reports
It’s quick and easy to add intervention 
notes allocated to individual employees 
in the Reactec Analytics. Categorise 
interventions to better analyse priority 
areas. Electronically sign to acknowledge 
interventions and exposure records 
using a mouse, stylus or touchscreen.

info@reactec.comwww.reactec.com



A revolutionary use of 
wearable technology to 
help manage Hand-Arm 
Vibration exposure risk

A unique insight into real tool use to compare with 
conventional risk assessment methods.

Powerful information to prioritise and drive e�ective 
measures of control.

HAVWEAR helps ensure individuals are not at an increased risk of developing HAVS and for 
managers to easily review and assess e�ectiveness of controls.

An exposure assessment is based on a series of estimations, each with considerable 
margins of uncertainty equating to an overall margin that could exceed 300%. This can 
equate to operators deemed low risk, exceeding exposure limit values on a regular basis. 

HAVWEAR’s wearable technology personalises HAV exposure risk assessments and 
combined wit      h the Reactec on-line Analytics enables e�ective HAV exposure risk manage-
ment. By providing accurate trigger time and real-use assessment of exposure,  
associated  risks can be more e�ciently and e�ectively identi�ed and managed. 

Prioritise & verify the 
e�ectiveness of controls

Clari�es risk assessments.

Identify the source of exposure 
and prioritise highest risk areas.

Aids design and recording of 
controls based on data analysis.

Record and review e�ectiveness 
of controls against monitored data.

Robust & credible evidence to 
assist defence of claims

Auditable data provides a more 
robust defence.

Detailed reports on an individual’s 
exposure, related tool use and 
intervention records.

Precedence set using Reactec 
Analytics data to defend civil 
claims.

Reduced cost of individual 
exposure record collation.

Wrist mounted device that automates 
the tracking of tool usage and daily 
exposure points calculation.

Real-time calculation and display of 
personal HAV daily exposure points. 

Operator alerted when personal 
EAV and ELV exposure values are 
exceeded. 

Automated reporting of individual 
and company-wide exposure, online 
and by email.

Bluetooth feature identi�es 
exposure risk in real-time.

Tool tags with determined vibration 
to comply with regulations (TEP). 
Plus unique sensed vibration to �nd 
hidden risks (SEP).

Assess real life risk of HAV 
exposure

Personal instead of generic risk 
management.

Real-time exposure monitoring for 
a credible risk assessment.

Practical system to monitor 
individual daily exposure.

Operator awareness of personal 
exposure supports behavioural 
change.

Supports
the Control 

of Vibration at
Work regulations

2005 & follows
latest HSE
guidance

TEP
SEP

Your workers are protected. 
You are empowered to improve compliance



Latest tool used
First 4 characters of tool 
model number. 

HSE points
Vibration exposure points

Operator initials
First name initial and �rst three 
characters of last name

Exposure action values 
Indicates exposure 
thresholds reached 

HAVWEAR display & alerts 

The HAVWEAR 
beeps and 
vibrates to alert 
the operator

Below
action
value

EAV exceeded
Split into 3 equal sections to

indicate incremental exposure

ELV
exceeded

2 sec.
alert

5 sec.
alert

10 sec.
alert

20 sec.
alert

How it works
Inform & protect
At the start of a shift, an operator 
signs out a personalised HAVWEAR 
which informs them of their exposure 
points and action level thresholds.

Manage
The Reactec RASOR & mobile 
App monitors real-time work 
situations, so team leaders and 
employees responsible for worker 
welfare can identify and address 
exposure risks on the ground, and 
not later. The RASOR also 
transmits live data to the Reactec 
Analytics and supports lone worker 
activity including location, check-in, 
panic and man down alarms.  

Collect
At the end of a shift the operator 
returns their HAVWEAR to a docking 
station to recharge and transmit data.

Reduce
Analytics online reports help compa-
nies develop more e�ective controls 
to reduce HAV exposure risk. The 
reports include individual worker 
exposure and related tool use to 
pinpoint the source of exposure.

Report
Managers can add and track the 
e�ectiveness of HAV control 
measures against targets plus log 
intervention notes. 

Share
Online access to data ensures all 
duty holders are involved in 
addressing the risk to employees 
of HAVS. Securely hosted by 
Reactec and fully GDPR 
compliant, companies can centrally 
manage employee access to 
speci�c reports. 

HAVWEAR watch 
The HAVWEAR is a wrist worn device  
to advise workers of tool vibration  
risk and to support awareness  
and shared responsibility.

Real-time exposure points calculation 
and display. 

Personalised exposure threshold display 
and alerts.

Tracks tool usage & related exposure.

No need to attach monitors to tools.



RASOR is a device to help 
companies achieve greater 
regulatory compliance  
while enhancing the health  
and safety of field operatives 
and lone workers. 

Real-time location & visibility of workers’ HAV exposure risk. 
Additional third party sensors can be monitored simultaneously.

Seamlessly aggregate, visualise and manage disparate risk data 
via a single operational view.

Immediate alerts for field and remote supervisor intervention.

Alarms for immediate support to panic and man down detection.

Health & safety risk sensors
Manage data from your multiple risk sensors via the RASOR which is an open interface to 
third party bluetooth enabled sensors as well as the Reactec HAVWEAR watch.

LocationEmployee
check-in mapping

Panic
alert

Fall Tool
trainingalert

Vibration Noise
exposure

Gas
exposure

Dust
exposure

Cable
avoidanceexposure

Functions
The RASOR includes all the features below as a multi-purpose device to support employees 
in a number of di�erent roles and work environments.

Charging unit
RASOR charging unit supports a RASOR 
and up to 2 HAVwear devices.

Your workers are protected. 
You are empowered to improve compliance.

Multi-purpose device to support a number of functions & roles with the flexibility to 
allow you to configure it to your specific needs utilising some or all of its capabilities.

Multi-purpose device to support a number of functions & roles with the flexibility to 
allow you to configure it to your specific needs utilising some or all of its capabilities.

Your workers are protected. 
You are empowered to improve compliance.



It’s an ideal device for employers who have multiple risks being monitored on 
disparate systems or have lone or mobile workers at risk from HAV exposure. 

Site and remote supervisor
By assigning a RASOR to either a field 
supervisor or team member, the RASOR will 
automatically gather live exposure data from 
all their teams’ health risk sensors within 
range, including but not limited to Reactec’s 
HAVWEAR.

The RASOR user and remote management 
will be automatically alerted to any exposure 
breaches for immediate over the shoulder 
intervention.

The RASOR transmits exposure data along 
with location information to the cloud based 
Reactec Analytics every 15 minutes, so remote 
supervisors can have full visibility of their 
team’s location and exposure risk levels.

Connected worker 
By assigning a RASOR to a high risk individual 
exposed to multiple risks, such as noise, gas 

risk sensor on the individual and display it on 
RASOR as a single connected worker device. 
They no longer need to check multiple sensors 
whilst working or wait till the end of their shift 
or even longer to understand their exposure.

The data from multiple sensors aggregated 
through RASOR is automatically transmitted to 
a single powerful Analytics platform every 15 
minutes. 

Simply view all of your assimilated exposure 
sensor data in a single Analytics, for a holistic 
view of employee risk in order to develop more 
effective risk control measures.

Lone worker 
Lone workers can range from a construction 
worker alone for only a few minutes, a grounds 
maintenance crew member working out of 
sight, to a utility worker responding to call outs.si

RASOR can support these activities and 
associated risks, by monitoring slips, trips and 
falls, man down alarms and panic situations for 
complete peace of mind. 

Utilising mobile phone signals, RASOR can 
communicate an employee’s GPS tracked 
location and via Reactec’s Analytics, trigger a 
range of response level service packages - 
24/7 coverage for a tailored suite of alarms; 
-  Check-in and Check-out
- Automatic Man-down  
-  User driven Panic

Reactec’s Analytics 
Reactec’s Analytics is the heart of all Reactec’s technologies. RASOR automatically collates and 
transmits data to the Reactec Analytics so organisations can benefit from receiving live, location 
determined health risk data from the field. RASOR turns the Reactec Analytics into a single Analytics 
platform for viewing multiple risk data within a standardised interface removing the need to collate data 
from separate sensors and understand their individual reports. 

Web hosted, the reports are designed to highlight what matters most in turning your gathered sensor 
risk data into actionable intelligence. Available 24/7, GDPR compliant and securely hosted by Reactec.

RASOR is a flexible multi-purpose device designed to 
improve risk management & compliance while enhancing 
the health and safety of high risk individuals.

If you have employees exposed to HAVS risk working in 
teams or alone, in construction, manufacturing, 
rail, utilities or facilities management then 
contact Reactec on how you can improve your work 
environment and occupational risk and compliance.

Vibration 
exposure

Noise
exposure

Employee
check-in

Panic
alarm

Fall 
alertDust

exposure

HAV
412

HAV
116

HAV
34

HAV
210

Cable
avoidance

Location
mapping

Location
mapping

Gas
exposure

Location
mapping

As a multi-purpose device select 
which functions best support your 
organisation risk management needs.

Your workers are protected. 
You are empowered to improve compliance.

REACTEC ANALYTICS

REMOTE
SUPERVISOR

CONNECTED
WORKER

LONE
WORKER



Dust Related Industrial Diseases
Prevention Engineering for 

Once you can measure, you can manage.

Dust is one of the biggest workplace health issues. In many industries 
workers can be exposed to high levels of dust causing breathing problems 
that could lead to life threatening respiratory diseases. Most serious 
occupational lung diseases are caused by repeated exposure to often 
invisible dust. 

The good news is, recent advances in particulate monitoring technologies 
mean that it is now possible to cost effectively gather data regularly on the 
volume of dust your employees are exposed to. Armed with this data, you 
can intelligently assess if your risk assessments were valid and control 
measures are effective.

Reactec are collaborating with Trolex, a specialist in dust monitoring, to 
integrate their sensor technology into the Reactec eco-system to simplify 
dust monitoring and turn it into informed control of a serious workplace 
health risk.

Detecting real-life exposure is the first step towards prevention.

How it works

Tough Hardware
The Trolex XD-One is a new, wearable, personal dust monitoring device 
that saves time and money. The XD One technology delivers continuous, 
real-time detection of harmful particulates in even the harshest of condi-
tions.

XD One is a self-contained unit with no tubes, sampling heads, impactors, 
pumps, or filters. It weighs only 450g and has a 16+ hour battery life. It is 
offered with a full range of mounting options for walls, poles, cabs, and on 
the body, including on the chest for the Oronasal Sampling Zone.

Clever software
Ultimately the XD-One will be seamlessly integrated with the Reactec 
eco-system to offer live and automatic data gathering to Reactec’s power-
ful Analytics. In the interim, Reactec have developed a facility within the 
Reactec Analytics to upload XD-One data and assign the data to an 
individual and process for a more informed analysis of the data. Gain an 
unprecedented perspective of workplace risk with Reactec's ability to 
overlay a range of workplace risk data.

If you have determined your hazard, the XD-One 
gives you the data to be certain that your recognised 
hazard is under control.

Trolex XD One

Accurate, flexible, reliable

Real-time, particulate sampling made simple

Almost zero maintenance

An automatic, on power up, and on-demand self-test 
routine takes 5 seconds. A one-minute compliance 
test is required, typically every 3-6 months. That’s it. 
No return-to-base servicing, or complicated set-up, 
cleaning or calibration routines.



Simple dust monitoring to put you in control

With the XD-One and Reactec, dust monitoring can be integrated into a 
single analytics platform of multiple workplace risks - the Reactec 
Analytics.

This results in a more convenient and accessible way to monitor, 
measure and control occupational dust exposure, ensuring your 
workers aren't exposed to hazardous levels that could damage their 
health.

Benefits
Using a dust monitor with Reactec Analytics:

Effectiveness of Controls

Remove guesswork with real-time assessment of risk
Identify the source of exposure and prioritise high risk areas
Tailored risk reports. Review controls and assess effectiveness

Efficient Risk Management 

Automatic and seamless data analysis
Automatic stakeholder engagement
GDPR compliant management of personal data
Integrated records of controls and acknowledged interventions

Reactec Analytics

The XD-One is supplied with free PC based software 
to configure the device and download data.
 
With a Reactec Analytics login you can upload 
XD-One data into the Reactec Analytics. 

Personalise the data to associate it to specific 
operators 

Associate the data with specific processes to 
improve your insight and knowledge of risk drivers

Analytics will automatically align operator dust 
exposure data with other exposure data such as 
HAVS and noise, as well as risk drivers such as tool 
use

We believe that risks can be better managed when they are measured. 

For over 20 years we have seen our clients deliver best in class compli-
ance through evidenced effective control and reduction of their 
workplace health risks.

Make a difference and become a prevention engineer.

www.reactec.com

info@reactec.com

0131 221 0930

Cloud based reports with 
Reactec Analytics



Reactec offer two types of noise dosebadge to enable 
you to make a reliable, real time assessment of your 

workers' daily personal exposure.

Choose the Cirrus 
doseBadge5, with octave 
band measurements for 
the ultimate occupational 
noise measurements in a 
rugged and robust easy to 
use form factor.

Choose the lower cost 
Pambry PED 0828 
compact noise 
dosebadge with real-time 
feedback to the worker 
of their accumulated 
daily exposure.

Prevention Engineering 
for NIHL 

1 2

Noise monitoring technology 
that quietly gets on with the job.

The Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 (the 
‘Noise Regulations’) require you to eliminate or reduce 
risks to health and safety from noise at work.

At Reactec we have teamed up with experienced noise 
measurement experts to integrate their precision sensor 
technology into our ecosystem with automatic live data capture 
and cloud-based analytics to takes the guesswork out of 
workplace noise monitoring.

Apply Reactec Prevention Engineering thinking with adequate 
real world data to prioritise efforts to substitute or eliminate 
the most important risks. Moving out of the territory of 
guesswork and into the place where real change is affected.

How it works
There are two ways of integrating either the Cirrus 
dodesbadge5 or Pambry PED0828 into the Reactec 
ecosystem.

1. One to one – where the RASOR accompanies an 
individual during monitoring.

Assign a RASOR device to a worker and pair their RASOR 
device with their noise monitor. The noise monitoring data 
will then be enriched with the RASOR’s GPS location 
information and provided live for you to view online. If the 
worker is also assigned a Reactec HAVWEAR during 
monitoring there will be a precise overlay of noise and 
vibration and where it took place – live.

2. One to many – The RASOR remains at a fixed
location within a powered charger in “hub” mode.

A single RASOR devise can then be used to allocate an 
unlimited number of noise monitors to individual workers. 
The monitored noise data will be transmitted to the 
on-line Analytics at the end of the working day when the 
noise monitor is returned for de-allocation or whenever 
the noise monitor comes within 30m of the RASOR.

Both devices can be allocated personally to a worker with 
the Reactec RASOR to allow data gathered by the devices 
to be personalised and transmitted to the Reactec 
Analytics for automatic consolidation and reporting. Gain 
an unprecedented perspective of workplace risk with 
Reactec's ability to overlay a range of workplace risk data.

info@reactec.comwww.reactec.com



An eco-system of hardware and 
analytics that takes the guesswork 

out of NIHL prevention.

All data gathered by the noise dosebadges is 
personalised by the RASOR allocation and 
securely transmitted to the Reactec Analytics for 
intelligent reporting. Gain an unprecedented 
perspective of workplace risk with Reactec's 
ability to overlay a range of workplace risk data.

Benefits
Using a dosebadge with Reactec Analytics.

Effectiveness of controls

Credible evidence to assist defence claims

Automatic and seamless data collection and 
dissemination through e-mailed alerts and reports 
Remove guesswork with real-time assessment of risk 
Identify the source of exposure and prioritise high risk 
areas
Ensures compliance with the Control of Noise at 
Work Regulations 2005
Tailored risk reports. Review controls and assess 
effectiveness
GDPR compliant management of personal data

Personal instead of generic risk management
Real-time noise exposure monitoring
Adjust monitored data for hearing protection 
supplied to each worker

Automatically collect
A variety of docking stations and

charging stations available to build 
and scale your deployment. 

Seamlessly send data securely to 
the Reactec Analytics.

Live Data
Send data live from the

�eld to the Reactec Analytics.
Allow supervisors to provide

immediate intervention. 

Inform & protect
Assign to individuals daily.
Personalised alerts received

of exposure levels.

Automatically collect
The Rasor charging station
seamlessly sends data securely
to the Reactec Analytics.

Live Data
Send data live from the
�eld to Reactec Analytics.
Allow supervisors to provide
immediate intervention.

Inform & protect
Assign to individuals daily.
Personalised alerts received
of exposure levels.



 
 
 
 
 
 

Smart exclusion zone. 
Personal visual alert. 

 
 

 PREVENTION  
 ENGINEERING FOR  
 WORKPLACE HEALTH  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smart exclusion zone 
Simply place an iNDiCATOR onto a piece of equipment, or wear on the wrist of 
the hand operating the equipment, and only during use; an  exclusion zone is 
instantly created around the equipment. 

 
Roaming employees breaching the exclusion zone are detected, 
triggering                             warnings to the roaming employee and the equipment user. 

 
Exclusion zone breach data becomes a rich repository of near misses within the 
Reactec Analytics to inform control measures. 

 

Protect your workers’ health in the workplace 
The iNDiCATOR and Reactec Analytics enable you to measure what's happen- 
ing, tailor your controls faster and engineer out risk. 

Multi-use device 
The iNDiCATOR is an invaluable 
addition to your Reactec fleet 
of HAVWEAR watches and 
configurable to provide either: 

1 SMART EXCLUSION ZONES 
Help stop employees coming into 
contact with dangerous equipment 

2 PERSONAL VISUAL ALERTS 
Indicate the risk status of any sensor 
within the Reactec ecosystem. 

 

Helps ensure workers 
comply with exclusion zones 
around equipment. 

Analytics of near misses 
drive effective controls and 
evidence of effectiveness. 

 
 
 
 

Exclusion zone features 
The iNDiCATOR is fully integrated with the Reactec ecosystem and built on proven technology. 
All breach data is automatically collected and distributed to appropriate duty holders in full 
compliance with GDPR. Devices are allocated daily on demand. 

 
 
 

Auto-creation of 
exclusion zone. 

 
 
 

Customisable 
exclusion 

zone range. 

Real-time 
worker alerts. 

Intuitive risk 
analytics to 

improve controls. 

Traffic light 
exclusion 

zone status. 

Rechargeable 
battery lasts 

c.12 hours p/c. 

Waterproof 
to IP67 

Smart zones are only created 
during equipment use, 
avoiding  unnecessary 

exclusion zones. 
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LIGHT STATUS 

Sign out an iNDiCATOR 
and HAVWEAR* which will 
automatically be paired. 

LIGHT STATUS 

 Place the iNDiCATOR  
into a holder attached 
to a tool, or a wrist strap for 
wearing on the wrist. 

 

LIGHT STATUS 
 

Or sign out a paired set of 
iNDiCATORs and HAVWEAR 
to improve 360o detection. 

 
 

LIGHT STATUS 
 

HAVWEAR and iNDiCATOR 
detect vibration and set up 
an exclusion zone around 
the tool. 

Exclusion zone 
Configurable range - 360° detection. 

3m 
5m 

7m 
9m 

 

LIGHT STATUS 
 

When a colleague with a HAVWEAR breaches the exclusion 
zone, both the HAVWEAR and the equipment users’ HAVWEAR 
will  sound an alert and vibrate while the iNDiCATOR light flashes 
red. 

 
An iNDiCATOR will create an exclusion zone in response to 
equipment being in use even if the tool user is not wearing a 
HAVWEAR. 

 
*While in the field the iNDiCATOR can be unpaired from one 
employee and paired to a new employee. 

The HAVWEAR and iNDiCATOR are returned to a docking station 
at the end of a shift for automatic data transmission to the 
Reactec Analytics on-line reporting. The Reactec Analytics does 
the heavy lifting for you to turn near miss data into informed 
controls 

 

HAVWEAR and iNDiCATOR can alert field 
operatives when a breach occurs. 

 

 
Attaching the iNDiCATOR 
to equipment 

An iNDiCATOR holder can be screwed to the 
equipment or fixed with adhesive or cable ties. 

 
The iNDiCATOR then easily clips into the holder to 
be securely held during the equipment's use. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personal visual alert 
Visual warning to heighten employee awareness and 
provide supervisors with a line of site view of risk status. 

 
By adding this low-cost visual iNDiCATOR to your Reactec 
ecosystem, and when worn for maximum visibility, it provides 
real-time visual alerts to workers and colleagues when a sensor 
detects increased level of risk - for real-time intervention. 

 
For example, the iNDiCATOR’s light colour can reflect a 
HAVWEAR                         determined HAV exposure level. 

 

 
 
 
 

Tel: 0131 221 0930 
Email: info@reactec.com 
www.reactec.com 

Visual risk status of any sensor 
within the Reactec ecosystem. 

 
 
 
 

VIBRATION NOISE PROXIMITY 

zone works 
How an exclusion 

RED 
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GREEN GREEN 

2 1 

3 4 

5 
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Avoid 
mounting 
on high 
vibration 
surfaces 
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Take corporate ownership of your 
employees’ social distance behaviour

Fully integrated system for social distancing and 
health risk monitoring and management 

Corporate control of devices and data with on 
demand daily allocation

Proven GDPR compliant system assures 
employee privacy

Customisable for cohort working and 
barriered safe zones

Helps businesses work safely and e�ciently

Practical wrist worn monitor for simple, 
e�ective proximity detection

Built on proven technology deployed across 
multiple sectors  

A HAVWEAR  watch provides users with SAFE-DISTANCE instant alerts to help 
them avoid being too close to colleagues. Docking stations gather and 
transmit data securely for next day automatic SAFE-DISTANCE reporting of 
social distance behaviour.

Add RASOR devices either in �xed locations or carried by a supervisor to gather 
live SAFE-DISTANCE data and have peace of mind that RASOR will also alert 
them to their own proximity to other HAVWEAR or RASOR users.

Intuitive Analytics
Data collected by HAVWEAR is automatically and securely transmitted to 
on-line data Analytics. Automatic e-mails and text messages will alert 
managers to any events of unsafe distancing. Reactec Analytics allows you to 
review the behaviour of all your employees including the number and duration 
of unsafe distancing events. 

If contact tracing is required, use this data internally to review which workers 
might need to be managed in line with your isolation policies.

Example report detail

Ecosystem considerations

Assigned daily
- On demand daily 
    allocation
- Always fully charged
- Track last ownership

Personally owned
- One per person
- Employees charge 
   at home
- Lost out of work

Device
loca�on

Data
capture

Data 
infrastructure

Device 
ownership

Wrist worn
- Waterproof
- Distinct vibratory & 
   audio alerts
- Reduced body blocking 

Torso
- Prone to removal / 
   H&S risk
- Alerts mu�ed by clothing
- Detection blocked 
    by body

Automatic data reporting
- Act on behaviour issues & 
   work activities causing 
   close proximity
- Contact trace as needed

No data capture
- Puts all responsibility on 
   employees to manage 
   their social distance 
   behaviour
- No contact tracing

Integrated ecosystem
- Reliable assurance 
   against data loss
- Resilient to GDPR 
   requirements on privacy

Data through  
3rd party devices
- Reliance on charged 
   device with App & signal
- Resilience and encryption 
   not assured

Name

David Hughes

Mike Smith 2 19.3 9.6

Days Total Average Short Moderate

ContactContact time (Mins)
Sustained

12 2

2 7.2 3.1 7 2

1



Take corporate ownership of your 
employees’ social distance behaviour

Reactec has developed SAFE-DISTANCE by repurposing HAVWEAR and 
RASOR to support social distancing in the workplace.

Over 70,000 individuals have used Reactec’s wrist worn device for monitor-
ing exposure to harmful vibrations, whilst over 16,000 users have securely 
accessed the on-line reporting system.

Users include many leading UK companies such as British Airways, Network 
Rail, Murphy Group, Morgan Sindall, Balfour Beatty, Costain, the Environment 
Agency, Siemens and Babcock. Reactec’s technology is also in use across 
major infrastructure projects including HS2.

Proven technology

Features

How SAFE-DISTANCE works
All users have their own wrist band and a 
Reactec ID card to sign out a HAVWEAR 
watch 

The HAVWEAR watch uses BLE signals 
to determine when another HAVwear is 
too near. It emits a buzz and vibration 
which become longer with time until the 
wearer moves away from the other 
HAVWEAR user.

The HAVWEAR watch is returned to a 
docking station at the end of the shift. 
As a result, automated e-mail 
noti�cations of unsafe distance events 
will occur next day - by 3am.

Easy to deploy and use 
Rechargeable HAVWEAR watches are personalised to the 
wearer on demand removing the need for reliance on long term 
ownership beyond a shift.

Actively Warns Workers 
Maintain a wide detection arc between workers with vibrating 
and sound alerts when wearers are within an unsafe distance of 
each other.

Proactive alert and alarm system
The watch alerts the wearer when they are within an unsafe 
distance of other users. Alerts are escalated to respond to the 
longevity of remaining within an unsafe distance. Managers are 
automatically alerted, either next day for the simplest deploy-
ment, or live with the addition of RASOR.

Employee data privacy 
Personal information is not shared on HAVWEAR and is securely 
stored in a GDPR compliant system hosted by Reactec. 

Single enterprise solution  
A single system for onsite and remote management of social 
distancing with analytics, fully hosted by Reactec, requiring only a 
browser and company managed login for access.

Multiple company support  
SAFE-DISTANCE will inform contact tracing across multiple 
organisations on busy sites following GDPR and data protection 
best practice.

1

2

3

4

How SAFE-DISTANCE determines proximity  
SAFE-DISTANCE determines the proximity of wearers based on the 
signal strength of Bluetooth radio signals between each device within a 
vicinity. This provides a good indication when users are within 2m of 
each other as opposed to a measurement of their separation. 

SAFE-DISTANCE’s ability to detect proximity of wearers is less 
hampered by body blocking than that of torso worn devices or smart 
phone-based apps which may be carried in a pocket. A wrist worn 
device can bene�t from hand/arm movement to allow for a wider arc of 
personal space monitoring. SAFE-DISTANCE also monitors the 
duration of proximity and is con�gured to avoid raising false alarms 
from colleagues being close for very short periods - such as brie�y 
walking past each other.

Reactec wish to point out that SAFE-DISTANCE is a workplace 
solution – it cannot monitor social distancing o�-site and cannot 
mitigate all risk but is an invaluable part of a workplace toolkit.

A RASOR device can also be added to gather real-time data from 
HAVWEAR within the working day. RASOR gathers data from all 
HAVWEAR devices within a 40m range. A RASOR can be assigned to 
an individual or mounted at a �xed location in a charger. When assigned 
to an individual, RASOR will provide warnings to that individual when 
within an unsafe distance of other HAVWEAR or RASOR devices.

Technical information

Temperature Range Operating: -10°C to +35°C.

Internal lithium ion polymer rechargeable battery.

Charge Time from fully discharged to 100% = 3 hrs or 75% = 70 min. 
1000 full charging cycles.

Ingress protection to IP67.



REACTEC
SAFETY AS A SERVICE PLAN

Recognised as the leaders in HAV monitoring technology, Reactec 
want to ensure clients gain the full benefits from their investment by 
supporting them through the lifecycle of the equipment, with an 
offer of tailored payment plans. We know that health risk manage-
ment is a long-term commitment and believe that our technology 
and expertise can make a difference by engineering risk out of the 
workplace and therefore preventing damage to the health of your 
employees.

Using our combined expertise in electronic, environmental and data 
engineering, we've built an eco-system of tough workplace weara-
bles linked to cloud-based data analytics that will help you reimagine 
risk control. And we can bring this to you in a simple, fully supported 
opex model, avoiding major upfront capex costs.

Reactec Service Plans - which one is right for you?

For those clients looking 
for a basic risk assessment 
or sporadic solution

Entry Level Standard Level
For companies who want 
to empower your local 
management with 
intuitive reporting

Premium Level
For those wanting the 
ultimate support and 
insight to tool utilisation

*Monthly costs per person based on small scale deployment. Additional nominal consumable cost per person required at deployment. 

Most Popular

Access Reactec’s compliant HAV management 
technology the easy way, with a no hassle 
monthly payment plan. 

Reactec are continuously finding meaningful ways 
to contribute to increasing sustainability, reducing 
environmental footprint and eliminating as much 
waste as possible.

Waste from electrical and electronic equipment 
contains a complex mixture of materials, some of 
which are hazardous. These can cause major 
environmental and health problems if not 
discarded in the proper way. In addition, modern 
electronics contain rare and expensive resources, 
which can be recycled and re-used if the waste is 
effectively managed. 

That's why our Safety as a Service plans ensure the 
free collection and environmentally appropriate 
disposal of all electronics, including recycling and 
up-cycling wherever possible, in compliance with 
the WEEE Directive.

Sustainable and Impactful



Fully supported        

So, why choose a Safety as a Service Plan from Reactec?

Reactec experts will be available through the 
term of your contract to offer guidance and 
provide latest tips on best practise use of 
Reactec’s technology.

No asset to depreciate 
Reactec recognise that capex constraints can 
impact investment decisions in health risk 
management. Don’t hold back in modernising 
your management of HAV risk through the 
Reactec SaaS plan.

Low monthly payments
Spread the cost of owning the equipment 
over 36 monthly payments with only 4 
required as an initial outlay.

Avoid maintenance costs
Our electronics are used in arduous environ-
ments. Be reassured of no quibble replacement 
of faulty equipment and avoiding performance 
issues of product approaching end of life.

Fixed known cost
Regular fixed monthly payments take the hassle 
out of cash budgeting and management

Brand new equipment every 3 years
Technology is constantly advancing. With a 
service plan be assured of receiving the latest 
technology on renewal every 3 years.

For more information call 0131 221 0930 or click here 
to arrange a demonstration     

Reactec 2021   :    Risk Prevention Technology
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Safety as a Service Plan
Reactec recognise that capex constraints can challenge investment decisions in technology, particularly in health risk 
management. We also recognise that the pace of technology innovation can result in outdated assets.

To ease concerns on both, Reactec are offering our eco-system of health risk monitoring and data management as a 
holistic monthly service charge.

Reactec’s Safety as a Service plan gives you peace of mind, hassle free payments, spread over 3 years. There’s no 
capital expenditure, therefore no assets.

Cost comparison of using Reactec’s systems
The cost of collecting manual records is 
£400 per person per year based on 5 mins 
per worker per day to record and 10mins 
per worker per week to administer

The average liability claim per worker is 
£30,000

The cost of a manual risk assessment is 
£184 compared to £60 when supported 
with HAVwear

HSE fines have increased threefold in 
recent years
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Cumulative Cost Comparison Per Person SAAS

MANUAL CUMULATIVE REACTEC CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE SAVINGS
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“We have been able to apply resources and measures more 
e�ectively to address our vibration risk. One of the key bene�ts 
of introducing a wearable monitor was that it raised awareness 
of HAVS at source while also providing a good investment in 
the long-term health of employees. It is testament to Murphy 
proactively investing in HAVS technology that Murphy has been 
given a bursary from its insurance company. Ultimately the 
introduction of HAVS wrist monitoring is an investment in the 
long-term health of employees. They can react in real time 
before thresholds are breached.”
Morgan Sindall , BBMV Cross rail project

“Nottingham City Council is a large and varied organisation with 
sta� based all around the city. We needed a more accurate way 
of managing our vibration exposure levels, whilst keeping the 
methods straight forward and user friendly - Reactec has 
provided the solution. We can see that the data we are able to 
obtain will help us manage services and work activities in a 
much more sophisticated way than before.  It also has the 
potential for additional bene�ts such as identifying business 
cases for tool purchasing and other workforce investments.”
Vicky Cook Safety Adviser, Corporate Safety Advice, 
Nottingham City Council

 "Reactec’s technology is particularly bene�cial if you have got 
high-risk tasks or workers exposed to multiple vibration 
sources in the same day. If employers need con�dence that 
their risk management measures are working e�ectively, in 
those situations it becomes too complex to do it manually.”
Keith Prince Business Unit HS&E Leader, Laing O'Rouke

”I have found the Reactec analytics platform very intuitive to 
use, it has been a great help in reducing the vibration exposure 
to my work force. I have found it invaluable source of informa-
tion and very helpful.”
Barry Leigh Deputy Gardens and Grounds Manager, 
Precision Investment Castings Ltd

“Our deployment of SAFE-DISTANCE is being held up as the 
exemplar of how to ensure social distancing.”
Matt Askham   UK HSE Manager, Oil States 

HAVS claims are a “signi�cant and expensive feature of the 
claims environment.”
Ian Macalister Partner, DWF

"The data enables managers to identify any potential 
problems a�ecting individuals early and act to prevent these 
becoming serious.”
Francis Mullally Head of Service Support, National Express

“The SAFE-DISTANCE technology has been absolutely 
imperative to be able to run our sites and minimise our 
productivity risk because of COVID. We realised there was no 
way of knowing who had been in contact with each other, 
other than to carry out interviews and that relied on everyone 
remembering who they’d been in contact with. We were faced 
with sending home whole teams. Over time, the cost of that 
would have easily gone into the millions. I was wondering how 
we might be able to demonstrate the cost bene�t of using 
technology [like Reactec’s] but one incident justi�ed the total 
cost of implementing it. Using SAFE-DISTANCE became a 
no-brainer.”
Beth Willoughby Construction Director, Costain, VINCI 
Construction Grands Projets & Bachy Soletanche joint 
venture (CVB) on the Thames Tideway Tunnel project.

>900
CLIENTS

>23M
PERSONAL RISK
DATA RECORDS

>9000
ANALYTICS
USERS

CREDENTIALS



The one unifying ambition that drives our work is to 
actively protect workers’ health in smarter ways through 
the application of leading edge technology.

With advanced technology on your side to measure data 
and transmit from the �eld automatically, our aim is to 
bring you the kind of real-world evidence you need to 
make a di�erence to workplace health.

What we are about

Speak to our Reactec experts to see how easily 
you can create your connected workplace.

www.reactec.com
sales@reactec.com
0131 221 0930
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